Combined supra-infrasellar approach to pituitary macroadenoma with oculomotor cistern extension: surgical strategy and experience.
Oculomotor cistern extension (OMCE) of pituitary adenoma through the oculomotor triangle may be one of the major characteristics of multi-lobulated adenoma. The OMCE may be hard to remove only through the endonasal approach. We applied the simultaneous combined supra-infrasellar approach to remove pituitary adenoma with relatively large OMCE. Four (7.3%) of 55 consecutive patients with initially operated pituitary macroadenoma (> 10 mm) had OMCE. The combined supra-infrasellar approach was adopted in two cases with relatively large OMCE. The simultaneous combined supra-infrasellar approach was performed with the transcranial microscopic transsylvian anterior temporal approach and the nasal endoscopic approach. The medial main mass was removed through the nasal side. The lateral OMCE was also removed through the nasal side by pushing the tumor in the sellar direction from the transcranial side. The oculomotor nerve was confirmed with electrical nerve stimulation. The main medial mass and the OMCE were mostly removed in both cases. Remnant tumor in the cavernous sinus was treated by gamma knife radiosurgery. Endoscopic transsphenoidal removal was performed in the other two cases with relatively small OMCE. Pituitary macroadenomas with OMCE are a newly recognized form of progression with important implications for surgical strategy. The combined supra-infrasellar approach performed with the transcranial microscopic transsylvian anterior temporal approach using electrical nerve stimulation and the nasal endoscopic approach may be useful for this type of multi-lobulated pituitary adenoma.